
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Accessory Modules
for Linear Beam Smoke Detectors

EV570 - EV450 - SC05

The EV570 and EV450 were designed to be used with the RK
series Smoke Detectors.
These detectors still have great features, but if opportunely
connected to the  EV570 and  EV450 modules,  they offer even
greater advantages in smoke detection installations.

EV 570

It's an accessory specifically designed for the RK60, RK70 and
RK80 detector series.
Its features are very important and useful.
In fact when it is electrically connected to one of the RK detectors
it permits:

♦ the signal measuring
♦ the remote sensitivity regulation
♦ the visual prealarm signalling

The device is suitable for the remote controlling of smoke
detectors (over 1 Km far). On the front panel of the module
there's a 0 - 10 V scale, that measures the generated output
signal, a trimmer for the remote sensitivity control and a led
for the visual signalling of the prealarm state and for the
automatic maintenance request.
An EV570 module is necessary for each linear detector. It's not
possible to control more than one detector with an EV570.
This accessory is very important and its use is particularly
suggested in large fire detection installiations where many
detectors are utilized even with long distances from the control
unit. Once the installing is finished and if the devices have been
installed grouped toghether in a single location (for example on
one side of the control unit), the total centralized remote control
of each detector is possible from a single site.

EV450

This device is an useful accessory for the RK60, RK70 and RK80
detectors.
It has been designed to give out an acoustic signal when one of the
detectors gets into prealarm state and so requires maintenance.
On the front panel there's an switch that permits to activate and
disactivate the internal piezoelectric buzzer.
This device should be suitably used toghether with the EV570
module to have a double indication of the prealarm condition,
acoustic and visual.
Every EV540 module can control up to 5 RK detectors.

SC05
Plastic box to contain two EV429 or EV450. It's provided with
marked zones to be blown to obtain cable holes either lateral or
rear.

TECHNICAL DATA

EV570

♦ power supply: selectable 12/24 Vcc (- 10  + 20%)
♦ full scale: 10Vcc
♦ functioning mode: led bar
♦ power consumption: 60 mA with all the leds on
♦ led light that signals the prealarm state of the connected

detector

EV450

♦ power supply: (12Vcc - model:  EV/450/12)
                       (24Vcc -  model:  EV/450/24)

♦ power consumption: 20 mA
♦ internal piezoelectric buzzer
♦ On/Off switch

SC05

♦ plastic box
♦ marked zones for lateral and rear cable holes

♦ dimensions: 112x56x58 mm (h x l x p)
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